
'IN THE FULTON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
STATE OF GEORGIA

IN RE ) Case No.
SPECIAL PURPOSE GRAND JURY )- 2022-EX�000024

EIGHT ELECTORNOMINEES' OPPOSITION TO THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S
SECOND MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL AND

MOTION FOR SANCTIONS

NOW COME the eight currently represented Republican elector nomineesl ("elector
x

nominees" or "electors") and oppose the Fulton County District Attorney's (the "District

Attorney") Second Motion to Disqualify Counsel, showing this Court as follows:

INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that disqualification motions filed by opposing counsel are strongly

disfavored and automatically deemed suspicious as improper tactical moves by the courts, the

District Attorney has recklessly filed their secondpre�inalictment disqualification motion without

any factual or legal basis. This second motion is an attempted re-tread of the firstsuch motion

already decided by this Court, supposedly propped up by new and salacious facts. In reality, these

new "factual" allegations are complete fiction, as the indisputable evidence proves, and the DA

election team knew their claims could not possibly be true when they filed their Motion.

' Defense counsel currently represents eight of the ten previously jointly represented Republican elector nominees.
When the DA's election team made actual, written offers of immunity to these eight electors in April 2023 but not to
the remaining two elector nominees previously represented by defense counsel, the decision wasmade, in consultation
with the non-immunized clients and an outside ethics expert hired after the first disqualification attempt to advise
defense counsel, for those two individuals to obtain individual counsel. Although defense counsel and the outside
ethics expert agreed that, for the reasons set fortli in defense counsel's original opposition to the District Attorney's
first disqualification motion, there was no ethical impediment to Ms. Debrow's continued representation of all ten of
the electors, all ofwhom remain united in their innocence, all affected parties agreed that this new arrangement was
likely the most prudent and conservative course given the practicalities of the representation and the positions being
taken by the Disnict Attomey's ofiice. To protect the individual identities of the electors in this context and in the
context {of the discussions of various events relevant to and discussed in this opposition, the Court and the District
Attomey's office have been provided with a legend or "key" that identifies the eight currently represented clients and
the two former clients who have obtained individual counsel. Pursuant to that key, Electors A, B, C, D, E, F, G and J
are currently represented by Ms. Debrow.
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The District Attorney's Motion is reckless, frivolous, offensive, arid completely without

merit. This Court should recognize'this second motion as the improper tactic that it is, deny the

Motion, and order the District Attorney to bear the costs of defense counsel's response in

opposition as sanction.

FACTUAL SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND

A. April 2022 �March 2023

Beginning in April of2022 and before the Special Purpose Grand Jury ("SPGJ") was sworn

in on May 2, 2022, certain Republican elector nominees fiom the 2020 presidential election were

approached by the Fulton County District Attorney's Office (the "FCDA") to provide information

related, to its investigation into the 2020 Georgia general election. Each of those elector

nominees�and all others jointly represente_d��were told by the Fulton County District Attorney's

electioil team (the "DA's election team") that they were solely witnesses 1n the investigation, and

each vbluntarily agreed, after consulting with counsel, to provide interviews to the FCDA. On

April 25 and April 26, 2022, the DA's election team�led by a private attorney contracted by the

FCDA to serve as a special prosecutor, NathanWade�interviewed two elector nominees; but the

DA's election teain canceled the third scheduled interview, telling counsel that it and the other

voluntary interviews would be rescheduled.

On lune l, 2022, while the remaining elector nominees were still waiting to hear fiom the

DA's election team about their voluntary interviews, the FCDA unexpectedly served SPGJ

subpoenas to appear and testify before the SPGJ in July 2022. Counsel for the jointly represented

elector nominees raised questions about these subpoenas in a letter addressed to the District

Attorney, but she never replied. Instead, the next communication the elector nominees received
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was a notification on June 28th from Mr. Wade that all eleven elector: nominees were now

identified as targets of the FCDA investigation.
~

Between April 25, 2022 and June 28, 2022, the elector nominees were transformed by the

FCDA from cooperative witnesses voluntarily agreeing to provide information for their

investigation to being publicly portrayed. and treated by the District Attorney as putative criminals.

In light of this abrupt change and for other reasons, the jointly represented electors filed a Motion

to Quash and Disqualify on June 2'7, 2022, which this Court denied. As airesult, three of the then-

jointly represented electors dutifully presented themselves pursuant to their subpoenas on July 26,

2022 to appear before the SPGJ. Before any of these three electors were actually called into the

SPGJ, however, a legal impasse regarding the proper scope of Fifth Amendment invocations

developed between the DA election team and defense counsel. After a brief telephone conference

with the lawyers and this Court, this Court determined that, at defense counsel's request, the Court

would set thematter for a formal hearing at a future date. As a result, the FCDA excused the three

electors present from their SPGJ appearances and canceled the appearances for the other jointly

represented electors before the SPGJ until after the Court's hearing on the legal issue.

The very next day, on July 27, 2023, Mr. Wade sent the following email to the Court and

Ms. Pierson:

Our office has received information prompting us to offer immunity to one ormore
ofMs [sic.] Pierson's clients in exchange for full and truthful testimony. This issue

unfortunately gives rise to potential legal conflicts with Ms [sic.] Pierson's
representation, and we wanted to work through the best way of executing the offer
seamlessly prior to the scheduling of any hearing. (See Exhibit '1).

'

This email from Mr. Wade was especially odd, as the DA election team had announced in open

court during a hearing just a few days prior that the FCDA had no intention of immunizirig any of

the jointly represented electors. In any event, it was this email communication regarding potential

a
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immunity ofi'ers to some (unidentified) but not all of the jointly represented: elector nominees that

was the genesis of the FCDA'sfirst disqualification motion.

In light of this email, the patties conferenced with the Coutt, and the Court instructed the

DA election team to send defense counsel an email outlining the type of immunity that it was

potentially offering. The Court declined the request by defense counsel that the DA election team

identify the individual electors to whom they intended to offer immunity. On Friday, July 28,

2022, the District Attorney's election team sent their email to defense counsel, and it stated, in

pertinent part, as follows:

[O]ur ofiice is prepared to offer one or more of your clients full immunity from
prosecution for any acts taken related to the December 14, 2020, meeting at the
Georgia State Capitol to execute purported electoral college votes in favor of
former President Donald J. Trump and former Vice President Michael R. Pence.

This immunity would be offered only on the condition that those clients identified
must fully cooperate with our office's investigation related to the Special Purpose
Grand Jury authorized by Chief Judge Christopher S. Brasher on January 24, 2022.
This would include full and complete testimony before the Special Purpose Grand
Jury and any other court proceedings that may be related to or result from the

Special Purpose Grand Jury's investigation.

Upon reaching an agreement, a formal proffer letter would be drafted and
approved by the parties to memorialize all aspects of the agreement."

In this email, the DA election team again declined to identify a single elector client to whom it

intended to or was willing to offer immunity. Instead, they indicated that they had internally

divided the l 1 jointly represented clients into 3 categories: (1) individuals to whom they are likely

to offer immunity; (2) individuals to whomthere is a possibility that they would offer immunity;

and (3) individuals to whom they are not offering immunity. The only category in which they

were willing to identify any specific individuals, however, was the categoi'y of whom they were

not interested in immunizing at that time. At no time during the joint representatlon of the eleven



electors 'did'the DA election team identify.a single elector to whom it wished to offer immunity or
9
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offer aemel immunity to any jointly represented elector.

In response to the FCDA'S email, then-joint defense counsel HollyEPierson sent an email

to the DA election team requesting clarification of the type and scope of immunity that was being

considered, and she asked for a blank draft immunity agreement for review. TheDA election team

never replied. Instead, on August 1, 2022, they filed a motion for leave to file their first

disqualification motion under seal.

In its teleconference with the parties on or about July 29, 2022, the Court had also agreed

to give counsel for the jointly represented elector nominees a week to consult with their eleven

clients about the FCDA's potential immunity offers and all other potential conflict of interest

issues raised and to report back to the Court and the FCDA on the outcome of those discussions.

Despite the FCDA's unwillingness to provide the basic information requested about the potential

immunity it might offer, joint counsel nonetheless promptly proceeded to advise all their clients

consistent with Georgia's Rules of Professional Responsibility regarding all matters relevant to

actual or potential conflicts of interest, including the potential implications of an as�yet

hypothetical immunity offer (or lack of the same) as follows:

o In separate, individual, written communications sent to each client on August 1,.

2022, counsel explained: ~(1) the existence and possible implications of the FCDA's

potential immunity offer(s), (2) whether such an offer would raise a potential or,

actual conflict under Georgia law, specifically Georgia Rules of Professional

Responsibility Rule 1.7, (3) if such a conflict existed, thengwhether it is one that

could be waived, and (4), afier consulting with independent counsel if they so
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choose, each client's decision ofwhether to waive any such conflicts. (See Exhihit

2) (submitted i): camera).

0 0n August 3, 2022, counsel provided each client a thirteen-page, single-spaced

memo consisting of original attorney work product that comprehensively outlined

and explained all conflict of interest issues, the requirements for informed consent

to joint representation (including their right to consultwith independent counsel on

these matters, which some did), and their respective rights from their attorneys and

from other jointly represented clients under Georgia law. (See Exhibit 3)

(submitted in camera).

o Immediately thereafter, counsel scheduled and held individual teleconference

meetings (usually lasting at least an hour) with each client between August 3 and

August 5 to explain the written communications and t0 address any questions or

concerns.

o After each individual meeting, the client was provided a detailed Informed Consent

to Continued Joint Representation waiver form to complete and return if they so

chose after any consultation with independent legal counsel. (See Exhibit 4)

(submitted in camera).

After reviewing the written information, consulting with counsel, and, in a few instances,

considering the input of independent legal counsel, the l l jointly represented clients unequivocally

chose to remain in the joint representation, and they each executed an informed consent form. (See

Exhibit i5) (submitted in camera).

As agreed in the July 29, 2022 teleconference, joint counsel notified the Court and the

FCDA on August 5, 2022, that, after having been thoroughly advised by counsel and, for some,
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having sought the advice of indepefident legal counsel; all elector nomineefs elected to remain in

the joint representation. They also continuedto maintain that they committed no wrongdoing or

criminal offenses. and that they were unified in their innoéence and commOn defenses. Defense

counsel further notified the Court and the FCDA that, after also having been thoroughly advised

by their counsel, and for some, having sought the advice of independent legal counsel, all electbr

nominees declined the FCDA's offer ofpotential immunity "aspresented at this time." (emphasis

added). The email explained this decision in detail as follows:

Regarding the DA'S potential offer of immunity to one or more of our clients, none
of our clients are interested in that offer as presented at this time. While an offer
of immunity from prosecution is enticing at first blush, [the elector nominees] all
fundamentally distrust the motives and intentions of the DA and the investigative
team in this case, due in part to the abrupt and unexplained change in each'of their
statuses in the investigation from witness to target, in part to the abrupt decision to
potentially offer immunity to some of them afier having stated in open court only
days before that the DA had no intention of immunizing any of them, and in part to
their perception that this investigation into their lawful conduct is not based on (or
even interested in) the facts or the law but instead is politically motivated.

Our clients, therefore, have grave concerns that if they were to be offered immunity
frOm prosecution, accepted that offer, and then told your team and/or the grand jury
the truth -- which is that neither they nor the other electors committed any illegal
act or engaged in any sort"of conspiracy with regard to the 2020 election -� the DA
and your team would not accept that truth, especially because you have represented
that you have evidence to the contrary. In such a scenario, our clients believe that
the DA'S Office is likely to threaten to or actually charge them with perjury or false
statements to law enforcement ofiicials or similar after their truthful, immunized
testimonymerely because the immunizedwitness is not in a position to tell theDA'S
Office or the grand jury the story they want to hear. Our clients also believe that
other similar risks of wrongful prosecution are rife under the facts of this
investigation, and the proffered potential immunity does not address or insulate
themfi'om these risks. At this time, our clients are unwilling to expose themselves
to the serious risks inherent in the potential immunity asproflered.

Additionally, our clients believe (as do we) that they are already immune from any
successful prosecution because they did not and could not have committed any
crime in relation to the 2020 election and for the other reasons outlined above.

l(Emphasis added).
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On October 3, 2022, the District Attorney filed their first Motion to Disqualify Counsel.

Joint defense counsel filed~their response in opposition on November 10, 2022, and provided to

the Court in camera copies of several attorney-client privileged documents; including the August

3, 2022 thirteen-page memo. Both the Court and the FCDA were provided copies of the extensive

Informed Consent Waivers executed by each of the elector nominees. hach of those eleven

Informed Consents affirmatively verified that each client had been fully informed about the alleged

conflict of interest concerns raised by the District Attorney, which, of course started with and

included the potential immunity offers.

This Court ruled on the District Attorney's first Motion to Disqualify on November 30,

2022. In that Order, this Court determined that the August 3 memo and the Informed Consent

Waivers signed by each client satisfied the requirements ofRule 1.7(b) with respect to all potential

conflicts at the pre-indictment investigation phase of this matter, with the exception of Chairman

David Shafer, whom the Court ordered severed from the other ten electors. :(Order at p 5-7). The

Court also expressly stated in that Order that it had reviewed in camera "thethirteen-page, single-

spacedmemorandum Pierson and Debrow provided each client addressing the concerns raised by

the DistfictAttomey about persisting with joint representation and the risks 'and benefits of doing

so." (Order at 4, n. 4) (emphasis added).

After consulting with each client, as well as a number ofexperienced practitioners, Pierson

and Debrow, who are in separate law finns, dissolved their previous co-counsel relationship, with

Ms. Pierson representing Mr. Shafer going forward and Ms; Debrow staying on as counsel for the

remaining ten elector nominees. Through email communication, the DA election team strongly

objected to this arrangement, but on December 6, 2022, this Court agrieed that Pierson and

Debrow's proposed arrangement was not prohibited by the Georgia Rules of Professional
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Responsibility or the law. In denying the FCDA's objection, the Court
inlstructed

the parties in

their reply to notify the Court if any problems arose in the future to which. any "good faith legal

objections" could be made.

On December 14, 2022, Ms. Debrow, as defense counsel for the ten jointly represented

electors, contacted .DA election team via ernail to again gauge any iilterest in continuing

conversations regarding immunity and the next steps for the remaining ten elector nominees (See

Exhibit 6). The DA election team did not respond until four months later.

B. April 23, 2023 Imnitv Offers

On April 4, 2023, defense counsel received a phone call from Mr. Wade "in response to"

the December 14m email. Mr. Wade stated that the FCDA now wanted to cohvey actual immunity

offers to eight of the ten jointly represented elector nominees. Defense counsel notified all ten

clients about the State's offer. Per defense counsel's request, the FCDA sent draft immunity letters

to defense counsel on April 7, 2023, and those letters were shared with
theiclients

to whom they

were directed. Additionally, defense counsel individually followed up Ewith each client via

telephone to advise about the risks and benefits of accepting the offer. Based on the details in the

actual immunity offers that addressed some of counsel's previous concernsv'and counsel's current

assessment of the risks and benefits of the immunity offers, all eight of the electors who were

offered immunity accepted.
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Interviews pursuant to the accepted immunity offers occurred as follows:

Each of these interviews were conducted and completed as scheduled. At no time during

_ or after any of these interviews did the DA election team state that theylbelieved an elector was

incriminating another jointly represented elector or that they believed a conflict of interest had

arisen. Furthermore, at no time during or after any of these interviews did the DA election team

inform this Court that they believed they had a new, good faith obiectio11 to the joint representation

or that they believed defense counsel had made a misrepresentation to this Court. Instead, the DA

election team proceeded with a week-long interview schedule and filed their motion without a

word to defense counsel or this Court: These interviews were recorded by both the FCDA and

defense counsel, and defense counsel has had six of the seven interviews transcribed? Those

transcripts are being submitted to the Court in camera for its review.

With respect to Elector Nominees H and I, defense counsel immediately acted upon

learning that they were not being offered immunity to determine 'whether it was either necessary

'
Electori, J also accepted the offered immunity but was out of the counny during this time As such, the FCDA has

agreed to keep the offer open and schedule his interview at a later time.
1

3 Defense counsel' s reco1ding ol Elector A s interview is co1rupted, and it is unclear whether the computer experts
will be able to restore it The DA election team, however, has their own recording of this interview should any portion
of it become relevant. Additionally, defense counsel has extensive and comprehensive notes taken during the
interview, and there is nothing that interview that is relevant in any way to the District Attomey' s claims in their
Motion. Elector A was not asked about prior potential immunity, and she did not incriminate he1self 01 any other
elector. \

l

10

Date and Time Elector Nominee Exhibit (in camera)
April 11, 2023 at 3:00 p.m one)
April 12, 2023 at 9:30 a.m

'(n
A

10B
11April 12, 2023 at 1:00 p.m C

April 12, 2023 at 4:00 p.m 12

April 14, 2023 at 9:00 a.m 13
14April 14, 2023 at ll:00 am.

April 14, 2023 at 1:00 p.m. 15G
To be scheduled (none)



of a "minister of justice." See Nat'l Prosecution Stds., Nat'l Dist. Atty. Assoc. 3d ed, available

at: https://ndaa..org/resource/natiDual-prosecution�standards-third-edition-updated-2009/ (stating

that the dignity and honor of the [prosecutorial] profession call for compliance with a higher

standard of conduct, and when a prosecutor's conduct falls below' this national standard, he or she

may expect sanctions impacting a particular case or the individual prosecutor.)

B. N0 Elector Nominee Ever Indicated That They Had Not Been Informed ofAny
Potential Offer of Immunity During the Joint Representation.

In April 2023, the DA election team approached defense counsel for the first time with

actual immunity offers for eight of the remaining ten represented electors. Aftei' reviewing the

actual, written offers of immunity, each of those eight electors accepted their immunity offer.

Pursuant to those immunity agreements, the DA election team sought interviews with those eight

electors, and seven of those interviews were accomplished between April ll to April l4, 2023.5

The recordings and transcripts of those interviews conclusively disprove the District Attorney's

contention that some of the immunized electors "told members of the investigation team that no

potential offer of immunity was ever brought to them in 2022." See District Attorney's Motion at

4. Specifically, Mr. Wade of the DA's election team questioned only three of the electors about

supposed prior offers of immunityf and the trans01ipts of those interviews have been submitted to

the Court iii. camem. As the transcripts reveal, Mr. Wade never asked a single elector in their

interview whether they were ever told in 2022 that they couldpotentially be offered immunity by

the District Attorney, as the District Attorney misrepresents in theirMotion, z'd.; instead, Mr. Wade

asked thiem if they knew or had heard before April 2023 that they specifically were offered

immunity.

5 The interview of the eighth immunized elector could not occur in this timeframe as the electorwas out of the country,
but an agreement was reached to schedule that interview either by Zoom or upon the elector's retmn.

6 Electors D, E, and F.

l
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or prudent for them to obtain their own independent counsel. Defense cdunsel consulted with

Clients H and I and with the outside legal ethies expert hired to advise defense counsel after the

first disqualification dispute. Although defense counsel and the outside expert concluded that, for

the reasons set forth in defense counsel's original opposition to the District Attomey's first

disqualification motion, there was no ethical impediment to defense counsel's continued

_

representation of the electors (all of'whom remain united in their innocence), all affected parties

agreed that the most conservative and practical course was for Electors H and I to obtain

independent counsel. Electors H and I immediately began the process of securing new counsel,

and they have each now. obtained their own independent counsel.

ARGUMENT AND CITATION 0F AUTHORITY

I. The District Attorney's Accusations that Counsel for the Eleven Then-Jointly
Represented Elector Nominees Failed to Share Information Regarding
Unspecified Potential Offers of Immunity with Every Client'in August 2022 Are
Entirely and Provably False.

The District Attorney's accusations that then-defense counsel either failed to apprise the

jointly represented clients of the District Attorney's potential offers of immunity in 2022 or that

Ms. Pierson misrepresented that fact to the Court are demonstrably and entirely false, and they

knew these claims were false when they filed their second disqualification motion. As discussed

in greater detail above, the only actual offers of immunity from the District Attorney were made

on April 4, 2023. Any immunity discussion prior to that date were highly generalized, non-

individualized "offers to offer" potential immunity to undisclosed recipients.

Yet, despite the DA election team's repeated refusal to identify any ielector to whom they

were willing to actually oflez' immunity, and despite their refusal to engage with counsel or answer

basic questions regarding the scope and other logistics of even a potential immunity offer, defense
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counsel for the jointly represented electors thoroughly and repeatedly diiscussed every known

aspect of the potential immunity.with the elector nominees in writing and in follow-up, individual

teleconferences. Indeed, as set forth above, on August 1, 2022, Ms. Pierson sent each client a

written communication citing verbatim the email language from the DA's election team about the

generalized potential offers of immunity, as well as the verbatim email language of the'questions

Ms. Pierson sent to the DA's election team in response. Counsel then provided a separate thirteen�

page, single-spaced memo to each client on August 3, 2022, almost three single-spaced pages of

which were devoted to the potential immunity issue itself. Finally, counsel had follow-up

conference calls, usually lasting about an hour, with each client, to discuss again all the potential

conflict of interest issues raised between August 3m and August 5m, including a full discussion of

potential offers of immunity and the implications for that client if such immilnity were eventually

offered to them. In its November 30, 2022 Order, this Court acknowledged that Ms. Pierson and

Ms. Debrow's disclosures fully satisfied the Georgia Rules of Professional :Responsibility.

A. The District Attorney Knew Before They Filed Their lMotion That Their
Potential Offers 0f Immunity Had Been Disclosed to and DiscussedWith The
Electors.

The potential offers of immunity are the very issue that ignited the District Attorney'sfirst

disqualification motion. See July 27, 2022 Email from FCDA to Judge McBumey and Holly

Pierson, supra (claiming that potential offers of immunity raised conflict of interest concerns).

The District Attorney raised the potential immunity issue directly in their first attempt to disqualify

counsel, and it was addressed by both parties in their briefing.

This Court's November 30, 2022 Order ruling on the first disqualification motion noted

that defense counsel had addressed all of the issues raised by the District Attorney, which

necessarily included the potential immunity issue: this Court specifically stated that it had

12



reviewed in camem "the thirteen-page single-spaced memorandum Piersoniand Debrow provided

each client addressing the concerns raised by the District Attorney 'tzbout persisting with joint

representation and the risks and benefits ofdoing so." See November 30,: 2022 Order at 4, n. 4

(emphasis added).4

The District Attorney knew from the first disqualification litigation that the potential

immunity issue had been disclosed to and discussed with the jointly represented electors and that

defense counsel had presented sufficient evidence to satisfy this Court that they had discharged

their ethical responsibilities on this very issue. Unless the District Attorney :is suggesting that this

Court failed to do what it explicitly said it had done, the District Attorney cannot in good faith

believe or truthfully assert that their potential offers of immunity had not been discussed with the

jointly represented electors.

The District Attorney also knows, as the interview transcripts-and recordings definitively

prove, that no elector ever told any member of the DA election team that potential offers of

immunity were not brought to them in 2022, as discussed in greater detail below. Knowing all of

that, however, they have the audacity to publicly accuse Ms. Pierson and Ms. Debrow ofmaking

misrepresentations to the Court about these matters knowing that accusation is false, while they

themselves aremisrepresenting to this Court that "some of the electors represented byMs. Debrow

told members of the investigation team that no potential offer of immunity was ever brought to

them in 2022" (FCDA's Motion at p. 4) This conduct is well beneath the ethical standards for

any lawyer, and it certainly is not the heightened duty of candor to the court and integrity demanded

4 At the time, the District Attorney's Office was insistent that discussions regarding potential immunity remain
confidential, and this Court granted that request. As such, this Court's Order did not identify all of the specific issues,
including potential immunity, that were addressed in the thirteen-page memo. But the District Attorney's Ofice
certainly knew that potential immunity was the very first concern that it had raised in their July 27,2022 email to the
Court and again in their first disqualification motion. And this Court's order plainly stated that all of the District
Attorney's concerns were addressed 1n the client memo, which, of course, they were.

13 l



of a "minister of justice." See Nat'l Prosecution Stds., Nat'l Dist. Atty. Assoc. 3d ed, available

at: https://ndaa..org/resource/national-prosecution�standards�third-edition-updated-2009/ (stating

that the dignity and honor of the [prosecutorial] profession call for compliance with a higher

standard of conduct, and when a prosecutor's conduct falls below this national Standard, he or she

may expect sanctions impacting a particular case or the individual prosecutor.)

B. No Elector Nominee Ever Indicated That They Had Not Been Informed ofAny
Potential Offer of Immunity During the Joint Representation.

In April 2023, the DA election team approached defense counsel for the first time with

actual immunity offers for eight of the remaining ten represented electors. After reviewing the

actual, written offers of immunity, each of those eight electors accepted their immunity offer.

Pursuant to those immunity agreements, the DA election team sought interviews with those eight

electors, and seven 0f those interviews were accomplished between April llto April 14, 2023.5

The recordings and transcripts of those interviews conclusively disprove the District Attorney's

contention that some of the immunized electors "told members of the investigatiorr team that no

potential offer of immunity was ever brought to them in 2022." See District Attorney's Motion at

4. Specifically, Mr. Wade of the DA's election team questioned only three of the electors about

supposed prior offers of immunityf and the transcripts of those interviews have been submitted to

the Court iii camera. As the transcripts reveal, Mr. Wade never asked a single elector in their

interview Whether they were ever told in 2022 that they could potentially be offered immunity by

the District Attorney, as the District Attorney misrepresents in theirMotion, instead, Mr. Wadel

asked thein if they knew or had heard before April 2023 that they specifically were offered
'

I

immunity.

The intervieVv ofthe eighth immunized elector could not occrir in this timeframe as the elector was out of the country,
but an agreement was reached to schedule that interview either by Zoom or upon the elector's retum.

6 Electors D, E, and F.

l4



The transcripts further reveal that Mr. Wade was deliberately tryinlg to manufacture this

narrative about the immunity issue by intentionally misleading and conifusing these. electors,

suggesting in his questions that these electors were specificalbz or
indz'vz'flually

offered actual

immunity last year (during the joint representation), despite his knowledge that no such actual

offers of immunity were made before >Apri1 2023. When defense counsel attempted to correct and

clarify the confusion, she was activbly resisted by Mr. Wade each time. In ene case, discussed in '

more detail below, Mr. Wade made outrageous threats and engaged in intimidation tactics in front

of the elector being interviewed when Mr. Wade believed the recording had stopped, threatening

to revoketheir immunity and indict them (which he has no authority'to do), all to try to silence

defense counSel and prevent the truth fiom coming out.

I. April 14, 2023 Interview with Elector E.

By far the most egregious and aggressive attempt by Mr. Wade to mislead an elector with

regard to the potential immunity/actual immunity issue occurred during the interview of Elector

E. This interview occurred immediately after Elector D's interview, discussed below, in which

defense counsel had been forced to step in to clarify the misleading questions Mr. Wade asked

about immunity. Despite his knowledge that no actual offers of immunity weremade to'any elector

and defense counsel's earlier clarification ofMr. Wade's misleading questions, Mr. Wade asked

Elector E a series of questions designed to deliberately confuse and mislead them. Worse, when

defense counsel again attempted to make the same necessary clarification she made in Elector D's

interview, Mr. Wade threatened and attempted to intimidate both defense counsel and Elector E.

In particular, Mr. Wade first asked Elector E, "When did you first hear that you would get

offered immunity?" See April 14, 2022 Transcript of Interview of Elector E, p. 35, lines 19-20.

Reasonably understanding that Mr. Wade was referring to the recent, actual, written offer of
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immunity, Elector E answered that he did not know, that defenhe counsel hail told him about it, he

thought he had also seen it in the news, and that he thought it was in the last inonth or two months.

Id. at p. 35, lines 21-25. Elector E subsequently clarified that he was offered this current written

immunity approximately a week before his interview. 1d. at p. 35, lines 20-i24.

Knowing that the District Attomey's recent, actual, written offer :of immunity was the

immunity Elector had accepted and to which Elector E had been referring in his answer, Mr. Wade

nonetheless then asked Elector E "And you �� you declined? You didn't want immunity?" Id. at p.

36, lines 6-7. Although he gave no indication of this fact, Mr. Wade's question clearly referred

not to the actual written offer of immunity that Elector E had just been discussing but, instead, to

the. jointly represented electors' earlier declination of undefined and unspecified potential

immunity in November 2022. Obviously confused, Elector E answered, "I didn't decline." Id. at

p. 36, line 8.

At that point, defense counsel was compelled to interject a clarification once again on the

record because ofMr. Wade's misleading questions. Unlike the interview of Elector D two days

previously, however, in which defense counsel was able to make the necessary clarification

uninterrupted, this time Mr. Wade aggressively resisted defense counsel'slefforts, attempted to

silence her, and�after ordering his investigator to stop the recording�resorted to overt threats

and attempted intimidation against both counsel and client. Id. at pp. 26, line 12- 22; pp. 36-47;

p. 42, line 3. Defense counsel's own recording continued to capture the exchange, however, and

it is fully and accurately reflected in the transcript of this interview submitted to the Court.

While he thought the recording had stopped, Mr. Wade threatened that if defense counsel

persisted in trying to make this simple and truthful clarification, he would ierminate Elector E's

interview, "tear up" his immunity agreement (which was already binding arid in force) and indict
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him. Id. at pp. 43, lines 16�19; p. 44, lines 2-5 (MR WADE: "Here's the Lieal. Here's the deal.

Either [Elector E] is going to get this immunity, and he's going to answer the questions �� and talk

(inaudible) wants to talk -- or -- or. we're going to leave. And ifwe leaveL we're ripping up his

immunity agreement, and he can be on the indictment. That's what canéhappen.") (emphasis

added); Even more outrageous, Mr. Wade insisted on making these inflanimatory (and baseless)

threats in the presence of Elector E, despite defense counsel's repeatedérequests that counsel

discuss thematter outside ofElector E's-presence. Id. at p. 43, lines 11-12 (iMS. DEBROW: "Mr.

Wade, can I talk to you outside please?"); p. 43, lines 20-22, 25; p. 44, lilie l (MS. DEBROW:

"I'd like to speak to you outside the presence of [Elector E] . . . because what you what you are

doing is intimidating").

Despite Mr. Wade's intentionally misleading questions about immunity, the heated

exchange betweenMr. Wade and defense counsel, andMr. Wade's threats to "tear up" Elector E's

immunity and indict him, Elector E nonetheless confirmed in their intervieiv (during the segment

of the interview that Mr. Wade had instructed his investigator not to recrird) and again in their

Declaration (Exhibit 8) that potential immunity had been discussed with him by defense counsel

back in 2022 when the first conflict of interest issues were raised by the District Attorney. Id. at

p. 42, lines 9-23. Elector E's interview, therefore, refutes the DA election team's claims.

2. April 12, 2023 Intervieiv ofElectorD.

Knowing that his question was untrue, Mr. Wade first asks Elector D, "You were at least

on two occasions offered immunity, yes?" See Transcript ofApril 12, 2023
I;nterview

with Elector

D at p. :26, lines 16-17 (emphasis added). When Elector D expressed surprise and confusion in
In

t1 .

response to that question, Mr. Wade then asked, "You just signed a document that glves you

immunity. We're not prosecuting you. The document says you have immunity; you signed it.
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Was that thefirst time thatyou had ever been offered immunigz?" Id. at p.
2'17,

lines 1�14 (emphasis

added): When Elector D respopded that they did not recall that they had ever personally been

offered'immunity until this present opportunity, id. at p. 27, lines 16-19, Mi. Wade doubles down

on his attempt to mislead, stating, "Yeah. It would have been a few months back, you would have

got everything offered [to] you." Id. at p. 27, lines 20-22 (emphasis added)".

At that point in the interview, defense counsel stepped in, made the necessary clarification

vbetween the generalized discussions of potential immunity in 2022 where} the District Attorney

declined to make any actual offers of immunity to any elector and the current specific written

immunity ofi'er to this elector. She further indicated that she did not want her client to be misled

by Mr. Wade's questions. Id. at 'p. 27, line 27-28; p. 28, lines 1-12. Even with Mr.' Wade's

misleading questions, however, Elector D testified affirmatively that they knew there had been

previous discussions regarding potential immunity with the District Attorney, but that to their

knowledge, no actual or specific offer of immunity had been made to them. Id. at p. 28, lines 16-

22, 24-25; p. 29, lines 4�10. (Elector D further confirms these accurate facts in their Declaration,

attached as Exhibit 7). In short, ElectorD's interview also refutes rather than supports the District

Attomey's false allegations.

3. April 14, 2023 Interview with ElectorF.

Two days later, in an interview with Elector F, Mr. Wade again failed to ask about any

prior discussion ofpotential immunity offers but instead only asked whether Elector F had heard

about any actual oflers of immunity:

MR. WADE: When did you first hear about this immunity");

ELECTOR F: Last week.
l

MR. WADE: Okay. And any time before that?
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ELECTOR F: Nope.

MR. WADE: Never heard about any immunity ofi'er at all?'

ELECTOR F: No.

See Transcript of April 14, 2023 Interview of Elector F, p. 71, lines 8-16 (emphasis added).

Nowhere in this exchange or elsewhere in Elector F's interview were they asked whether they had

earlier heard of or discussed the District Attorney's prior non-specified non-individualized,

potential ofi'ers of immunity; instead, Elector F was only asked whether: they had heard of an

actual immunity offer before the previous week, and they truthfiilly and accurately testified that

they had not. (Elector F further confirms these facts in their Declaration, attached hereto as Exhibit

9). Elector F's interview, therefore, provides no support for the allegations in the District

Attorney's Motion.

4. Elector Declarations confirming defense counsel's disclosm'e and discussion
ofthe District Attorney's "non�offers

" ofpotential immunity in 2022.

Although the transcripts of the interviews themselves unequivocally prove the falsity of

the District Attorney's allegation that "some of the electors represented by Ms. Debrow told

members of the investigation team that no potential offer of immunity was ever brought to them

in 2022," each of the electors who were asked such questions about immunity by Mr. Wade are

disturbed by the District Attorney's Motion mischaracterizing their interviews and attacking their

current and former counsel with false accusations. They have, in an abundance of caution,

confirmed in written declarations the obvious and known truth � that they were fully briefed in

writing éand verbally by then co�counsel during the joint representation in August 2022 about the

DA elebtion team's non�specified, potential offer to offer immunity and gthat they were never

personally offered any actual immunity from the District Attorney until April 2023. (See Exhibits

7, 8, and 9) (unredacted versions submitted in camera).
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In sum, as the documents previously submitted to this Court during
fliie

first disqualification

dispute and this Court's November 30, 2022 Order definitively estabjlish, then co�counsel

repeatedly and thoroughly covered all aspects of the DA election team's potential offer of

immunity to unspecified electors with each of their jointly represented clieirts in 2022.7 The DA

election team knew these facts at least as ofNovember 30, 2022. No elector stated otherwise to

the DA election team in their recent interviews, as the transcripts of those interviews confirm, and

the electors to whom the DA election team posed any questions about prior alleged "ofi'ers" of

immunity in their interviews have submitted declarations re�affirming thesei facts.

On behalf of the DA's election team, Mr. Wade repeatedly attempted to create, through.

intentionallymisleading and confusing questions, a false narrative on the immunity issue in these

interviews. Worse, Mr. Wade aggressively resisted attempts to clarify the record on that issue in

one interview, resorting to egregious intimidation and threats directed to both defense counsel and

Elector E. Despite knowing this, the District Attorney still filed their motion accusing defense

counsel; of having made misrepresentations upon the Court when the evidence proves it is they

who are simply not telling this Court the truth. Their allegations about the immunity issue are

plainly false, and their own interview recordings prove that fact. The District Attorney has falsely

but publicly maligned the integrity of two well-respected and fellow members of the Bar based on

fictional claims known to be untrue when made. Such reckless and unprofessional conduct is

simply untenable and unacceptable.

7 While those documents and this Court's November 30, 2022 order are more than sufficient on their own to establish
these facts, defense counsel has submitted to the Court in camera its August 1, 2022 Emailfto each of the then-jointly
represented clients as even further, additional confirmation of additional discussions on the potential immunity issue
at that time. See Exhibit 2.
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H. The District Attorney's Conclusory Allegations That Certain Represented
Electors Are Supposedly lncriminating Other Represented Electors ls False.

In their motion, the District Attorney makes only the barest conclusory allegation that

during the recent interviews, "some of the electors stated that another elector represented by Ms.

Debrow committed acts that are Violations of Georgia law and that they Were not party to these

additional acts." See District Attorney Motion at 4. This statement is categorically false, and

proyably so.8 First, defense counsel, who previously served as an Assistant District Attorney in

Clayton, Dekalb, and Fulton Counties before reentering private practice, was present for every

interview and would have alerted to any statements made by her clients even remotely resembling

the alleged statements claimed by the District Attorney to have been made.' Nothing even similar

to any such statements were made by any of the interviewed electors: none of the interviewed

electors said anything in any of their interviews that was incriminating to themselves oranyone

else, and certainly not to any other elector represented by defense counse1.9_

3 Because this allegation is false, the authority cited by the District Attorney in theirmotion is inapposite. See District
Attorney Motion at 5�8 (citing Heidt v. State, 292 Ga. 343 (2013) and Edwards v. State, 336 Ga. App. 595 (2016)).
Additionally, the inapplicability of these specific cases to this pre-indictment context was previously addressed at

length in defense counsel's opposifion to the District Attomey's first motion to disqualify counsel. See Response in
Opposition to State's Motion to Disqualify Counsel at 7; 11, n. 6; 31 n. 17; 35 and 35 n. 18, as was the Georgia
appellate court's post-Heidt rejection of the "serious potential for conflict" ground advocated by the District Attorney
as a basis for disqualification. 1d. at p. 11, n. 6. Defense counsel incorporates as fully set forth herein the legal and
factual points and analysis in that first opposition, including its discussion of informed consent.

9 As noted, none of the interviewed electors made statements that anyone else had "committed acts that are violations
ofGeorgia law." And because the District Attorney has not provided even the slightest factu'al basis for their assertions
otherwise, it is impossible to determine whether the supposed statements to which they arejrefem'ng even supposedly
apply to any of the eight electors currently represented by defense counsel. 1t is entirely possible � but impossible to
discern from the District Attorney's motion� that whatever statements the District Attorney is (wrongly) asserting are

incriminating pertain to electors that defense counsel does not even represent, which would eliminate the entire

premise of the District Attomey's motion.
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1

Indeed, several of the electors pointed out in their interviews that they had dofie nothing

wrong," that they had acted on advice of counsel" and in conformity
witill

prior legal precedent

(the dual slate of electoral ballots executed and sent to Congress in the dontested 1960 Hawaii

presidential election '2, and that they had only contingently or provisionally executed their

electoral ballot as a precaution to preserve the remedies in the pending iudicial contest to the

presidential election and to protect the ability ofGeorgia to have electoral votes in the event that

the then-pending judicial challenge in Georgia was successful. 13

This Court need not take defense counsel's word for the fact that none of the electors

incriminated themselves or each other� these interviews were recorded, six ofthe seven interviews

have been transcribed and submitted to the Court, and the District Attorney can (and should)

provide any statements it believes to be incriminating to defense counsel and to the Court so that

the Court can verify for itselfwhether such statements or supposed incrimination is anywhere to

be found in the actual interviews.

1n reality, the transcripts collectively show that no elector nominee's incriminated another

elector. First, as noted, the recordings and the transcripts on their face are devoid of any such

'0 See, e.g., April 12, 2023 Transcript of Interview ofElector D, p. 24, lines 5-16 and p. 26, lines 8-16; April 12, 2023
Transcript of Interview ofElector G, p. 16, lines 22-23; April 14, 2023 Transcript ofElector E, p. 35, lines 8-12 and

p. 61, lines 5-10; April 14, 2023 Transcript of Interview ofElector F, p. 34, lines 24-25.
" See. e.g., April 12, 2023 Transcript ofElectorD, p. 11, lines 18-23; p. 14, lines 11-25; p. 33, lines 12-17; p. 36, lines
11-14; p. 61, lines 22-23; p. 62, lines 7-12; see also Transcript ofElector C, p. 33, lines 5-8.
'2 See, e.g., April 14, 2023 Transcript ofInterview ofElectorG, p. 16, lines 23-25; April 12, 2023 Transcript ofElector
D, p. 10, lines 4-11, p. 34, lines 24-25; p. 35, 1inesl-13, p. 36, lines 5-14; p. 57, lines 14-25; April 14, 2023 Transcript
ofElectorE p. 26, linesS- 17, April l2, 2023 Transcript ofElectorC p. 33, lines 10-15, April l4, 2023 Transcript of
Elector E, p. 26, lines 2-7 and p. 29, lines 17-20, April 12,2023 Transcript of Interview of Elector B, p. 31, line 25

andp. 32, lines 1-2.

13 See, e..,g April 12,2023 Transcript ofElectorD p. 10,1inesl-11' p.22 lines 22-25; p. 23, linesl, 3-10; April 14,
2023 Transcript ofElectorE p. l4, lines 11-18; p. 15, lines 4-12; April 14, 2023 Transcript ofElectorF p. 31, lines
6-11;.p 39, lines 7-12' p 60, line 25; p. 61, linesl-6; April 12, 2023 Transcript ofElectorC p 37, lines 21-25, p. 38,
linesl, 2225; p. 39, lines 1-3' April 14,2023 Transcript ofElectorG p. 13, lines 7-25' p. l4, lines 1-6; p. 15, lines
2-4 and 16-25; p. 16,1ines1,3-4,and17-25' April 12, 2023 Transcript ofElectorB p. 29,,lines 23-25, p. 30, lines 1-
15.
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statements. Second, the District Attorney has provided no information � :either in their publicly

_
filed motion or in their private conversations with the Court and defense coimsel about the motion

� identifying any of the alleged Ispecifics of this supposed incrimination or any other information

that would permit either the Court or defense counsel to identify to whom or what they are

referring: they have refiised to identify which elector(s) supposedly made such statements, which

statements they believe contain this supposed incrimination, which other; elector was allegedly

incriminated, what the alleged "criminal activity" they are alluding to supphsedly is, and so on.

The simplest explanation for the District Attorney's refusal to prcEwide this information

either publicly or privately to defense counsel and this Court is that they cannot � because it does

not exist. All of the electors remain united in their collective innocence ahd defenses, and none

testified or believe that they or any other elector committed any wrongdoing, much less "criminal
I

acts." And, even if Georgia law permitted such blanket, conclusory assiertions as a basis for

disqualification, neither defense counsel nor this Court can or should simply take the DA election

team's word on this explosive but unsupported claim.
'1

Georgia law, in fact, requires much more than such conclusory and speculative statements

for the District Attorney to have standing to file and to adequately support 'a motion to disqualify

counsel. "For an attorney to have standing to raise the issue of an opposing lawyer having a

conflict of interest in simultaneously representing multiple plaintiffs or defendants, there must be

a violation of the rules which is sujficiently severe to call in question 2the fair and efficient

administration ofjustice" and the party seeking disqualification "must priovide substantiation."

Bernoch'hi v. Forcucci, 279 Ga. 460, 463 (2005), (citations omitted) (emphasis added); see also
'I

Life Cai'e Centers ofAmerica v. Smith, 298 Ga. App. 739, 745(3) (2019)
(aibsence

of evidence of

wrongdoing by counsel, "[bjeyond conclusory) allegations," does not justify disqualification)
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(emphaSIS added); 'Leww v. State, 312 Ga. App. 275, 289�90 (2011) (ovel'l'ruling disqualification
l

as an abuse of discretion when "the case for disqualification consist[ed] (if one conjecture piled

upon another"); see also Sclzafl v. State, 304 Ga. App. 639, 642(1) (2019) (speculation cannot

support disqualification); Clough v. Richelo, 274 Ga. App. 129, 135-13i6(l)(b) (2005) (mere

speculation is no basis for disqualification).
i

In their motion, however, the District Attorney has provided only conclusory, speculative,

and unsupported allegations that electors are incliminating another represeiited elector. Not only

are these allegations affirmatively disproved by the interviews themselves, but they are facially

insufficient for the District Attorney to even file theirmotion, much less to justify disqualification,

as a matter of law.

The DA election team's behavior in conducting th'e interviews at issue further indicates

that they do not actually believe that any of the electors incriminated another represented elector.

Specifically, as noted, this Court had expressly told the District Attorney's ioffice in its December-

6, 2023 email that if any perceived problems arose from defense counsel's continued joint

representation, the DA election team should reach out to the Court, and the Court would address

the matter. If the DA election team had truly believed during one or more of the recent elector

interviews that one of defense counsel's clients was incriminating another one of her clients, the

natural (and arguably only appropriate) response would have been to stop the interview, alert

' defense counsel to the conflict that it perceived had then arisen, and then seek the Court's guidance

on how to resolve the matter, as the Court had explicitly instructed and invited the DA election

team to do.

.The DA election team took none of those steps. They completed all of the scheduled

intervieVvs over the course ofseveral days, they did not raise any supposed incrimination or conflict
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concerfis with defense counsel at any time during or after those interviews,i and they did not reach

out to the Court (as they had when they first raised the disqualification issue on July 27, 2022, and

as they had done on innumerable occasions throughout this investigation) for assistance in

resolving this perceived issue. Instead, the DA election team completed all :the interviews and then

blindsided defense counsel and this Court with a public filing filled with unpaiticularized and

provably false assertions. This behavior is not that of attorneys behaving professionally and

ethically who harbor a genuine concern that opposing counsel is laboring under an actual conflict.

In short, there is no merit to the District Attorney's claim that any elector incriminated

another in their recent interview, and the recordings and transcripts prove it. In the absence of

such supposed incrimination, there is no basis for the District Attorney's motion and, thus, it

should be denied.

III. Even if the District Attorney's Allegations Were True, Which They Are Not,
There Is Not and Cannot Be a Disqualifying ConflictWhen the Elector Nominees
Are Immune from Prosecution.

'As noted throughout this opposition brief and supported by the interview transcripts, none

ofdefense counsel's clients have incriminated themselves or any other elector. They remain united

in their collective defenses and in their lack of knowledge of any wrongdoing, much less criminal

activity, by any other elector. But even if this were not the case, frankly, what prosecution could

come from it? Each of the clients represented by defense counsel has accepted the District

Attomey's offer of immunity from prosecution and have upheld their end of the bargain to keep

said protection. Whether they incriminate each other or not at this point (which they have not),

none can be prosecuted by the District Attorney.

The only involvement that defense counsel can possibly have at ibis point is to attend

additional interviews (if the DA election team requests them) of one or more of her immunized
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cllents, produce requested docmnents on the1r behalf, and/or to ass1st one 01j more such 1mmunlzed

clients to testify before a grand jury or at a non-client's trial. There simplly is no actual conflict

and no real likelihood of any potential conflict. Indeed, the District Attorhey has not even made

(and cannot truthfiJlly make) an argument that there is or can be one under'these circumstances. '4

Because defense counsel's clients all have immunity, the likelihood that any scenario

involving a conflict either could orwill arise is virtually nil. But if that unforeseeable circumstance
'

should come to pass in the context of some future proceeding, there is no evidence to suggest that

defense counsel would not or could not dutifully identify and resolve such a conflict. Regardless,

the District Attorney will again have the opportunity to attempt to'seek redress from the then-

presiding judicial officer or court.

Given the near impossible chance of any conflict existing between any of the jointly

represented, immunized clients even if they were incriminating each other (which they are not),

the District Attorney's motion and attempt to disqualify counsel begs the Question ofwhat relief

can they properly even ask of this Court? In their motion, the District Attorney requests that

defense counsel be disqualified and "prevented from any further participation in this matter." See

District AttorneyMotion at 7 and 8 (emphasis added). The only current "matter" before this Court

is its service as the supervising judicial body to the Special Purpose Grand Jury, which is now

'4 As noted, the District Attorney's motion is devoid of any actual factual information regarding these alleged
incriminating statements from which defense counsel or the Court can discern the supposed basis for these allegations
orwhich electors have supposedly been "incriminated" In theirmotion, however, the District Attorney has proceeded
and relied upon their assumptions that defense counsel continues to represent all ten of the previously jointly
represented electors when, as noted above, defense counsel only currently represents the eight immunized electors.
To the extent that the elector whom the District Attorney believes has been''incriminated" is no longer represented
by defense counsel (information which cannot be discerned or known from the solely conclusory statements made by
the District Attorney 1n theirmotion), then none of the District Attorney's allegations are even relevant, even 1f they
were true (which they are not). Had the DA election team bothered to extend the most basic ofprofessional courtesies
by raising this issue and the other issues addressed herein with defense counsel before they recklessly and publicly
made these false allegations in theirmotion, this entire unnecessary debacle could easily have been avoided.
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dissolved. See, e.g., January 24, 2022 Order Impanel'mg Special Purpose? Grand Jury. This case

still remains unindicted and defense counsel's clients now have filll immunity fi'om prosecution

by the Fulton County District Attorney. Whatever the District Attorney is doing in this case at this

time, it is not pursuant to, on behalf of, or for the purpose of the dissolved? Special Purpose Grand

Jury. Thus, to the extent that the District Attorney is seeking to disqualify, defense counsel in any

context outside of and beyond the Special Purpose Grand Jury, is improper.

CONCLUSION AND PRAYER FOR RELIEF

The District Attorney's Second Motion to Disqualify is factually and legally baseless, and

it should be denied. Additionally, although it virill not begin to undo the damage that the District

Attorney's Motion has so recklessly caused, for the reasons set forth herein, the District Attorney

should be ordered by this Court to bear the cost of defense counsel having to respond to their

Motion and any other relief this Court deems reasonable.

This 5'" day ofMay, 2023.

Respectfillly submitted,

246 Bullsboro Drive, Suite A
Newnan, GA 30263
(404) 683-4402
kbdebrow@stricklanddebrow.corn
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby celfify that I have filed the foregoing Opposition t0 State's Second Motion to

Disqualify Counsel with the Clerk of Court of the Fulton County Superlor Court and that date�

stamped copy will be hand-delivered to the Fulton County District Attorney's Office today.

Respectfully submitted this the 5th day ofMay, 2023.

i'ly unougfis Debrow
Georgia B No. 231480
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.From: Nathan Wade
Sent: Wednesday, July 27,2022 2:03 PM
.'Toi'HOIlVPiers.on _.�
.Cc:r Willis,' Fani
'Subjeét:. 1

ludge.MCBqmtey .3913 Attorn'exifiigrsqn:

"Weunderstand the Court-15'currently inthe p'rbéessofschedulmg a he'ahag at therequestofMs Pierson to addressxssu'es concerningthetestinmhy ofher 'clien'1s. 11
of the16'"alternate _slateofele'ct9rs."' Our officehas rec'ieved ia'fohnation promptmgustoWofl'é'r1mm'umty to one 61'mére ofMs Pierson's _cliem'sm exchange for full
and tmtlifisl testimony-T11151ss'ue unfortunatelyfines 115:: to potential legal conflictswithMs Piers'o'a's representatxoxland we wantedto 'work- tlll'ollgli the bestway of
executingthe011221 seamlesslyprior tothe scheduling 'ofany heafiag' Please adVise

Nathan -J;'Wade,"
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INFORMED CONSENT TO CONTINUED JOINT REPRESENTATION

H: I, . am one of eleven Georgia Republican

presidential electornominees jointly representedbyHollyA. Pierson of Pierson Law LLC

and Kimberly Debrow of Strickland Debrow LLP ("my lawyers"). At the beginning of this

joint representation, the risks and advantages of this joint representationwere explained

to me, including but not limited to potential and actual conflicts of interest, and I

knowingly and voluntarily decided to accept those risks and participate in the joint

representation.

Because the Fulton County District Attorney's Office
has:

raised the issue of

conflicts of interest and has signaled its intention to attempt to dis;qualifymy attorneys

from continuing to jointly represent some or all of the jointly reriresented clients, my

attorneys have provided me with a comprehensive written memorandum outlining in

detail my right to conflict-free representation, the applicable provisions
of the Georgia

Rules ofProfessional Responsibility relating to the duty of loyalty, ti) conflicts of interest

with (current and former clients, the advantages and disadvantages of joint

representation, the alternatives to the joint representation, and the requirements for

waiver of a potential or actual conflict and continuing in the joint representation,

including my right to consult with independent counsel about these matters before

deciding whether to continue with the joint representation. In short, I have been

provided the information required by the Georgia Rules of Professional Responsibility,

including Rule 1.7 and Rule 1.9, necessary forme to decidewhetherito continuewith the

joint representation and, if so, to provide informed consent to do
$0.?

I
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Additionally, I have discussed this memorandum and the jqint representation in

detailwithmylawyers, and theyhave answered all questions or condems that Ihave about

it to my satisfaction. I understand the information that has bieen provided to me,

including the risks involved injoint representation. Having carefully considered all ofthe

information provided by my attorneys in writing and verhally, including the

disadvantages of joint representation and the alternatives to joint representation, and

having had the opportunity to consultwith independent counsel, IWish to continue in the

joint representation, and I oppose and object to any effort to disqualifymy attorneys from

representingme ormy ability to continue in this joint representation.

In doing so, I knowingly and intelligently consent to the continued joint

representation,waive to the fullest extent possible under the law all potential and actual

conflicts of interest that currently exist or could arise among or between the jointly

represented individuals. I further knowingly and intelligently consent to and waive any

objection to the fullest extent possible under the law to any potential or actual conflict of

interest that could arise if my lawyers decided to or were forced to withdraw from

representingme but decided to andwere allowed to continue to represent other clients in

the joint representation. I have agreed and do agree to waive to the fullest extentpossible

under the law any later claim thatmy lawyers' priorjoint representation ofme disqualifies

them from continuing to representother clients in thismatteror in anyotherproceedings.

I further represent that I am unaware of any information that I possess that can or

would: create a potential or actual conflict between me and any of the other 10 Georgia

Republican presidential nominee electOrs relating to the 2020 election. Specifically, I did

not colmmit any unlawful act in relation to the 2020 presidential el:ection, including but

not limited to my acts as a Georgia Republican nominee presidential elector, and I have
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no knowledge or evidence that any other elector, including the 10 other Georgia

Republican presidential nominee electors jointly represented bymy lawyers, committed

anyunlawful act in relation to the 2020 presidential election, includingbut not limited to

their acts as Republican nominee presidential electors.

Signature

Printed Name

Date
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IN THE FULTON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
STATE 'OF GEORGIA

IN RE
_

) Case No:
'

SPECIAL PURPOSE GRAND JURY ) 2022-EX-000024

. My name is- I am over 21 years of age and Otherwise competent
to make this declaration.

. In Decembel' 2020, I served as a Republican presidential elector nominee in the

State ofGeorgia.

. Fro'm approximately early April 2022 through lateNovember or earlyDecember

2022, I was represented by Kimberly Bou1roughs Debrow and Holly Pierson in,

connection with the Fulton County District Attorney's and the Special Purpose
Grand Jury's- investigation into the 2020 presidential election.

. On August I, 2022, I received an email from my lawyers that, among other

things, notified me that the District Attorney's office had raised the isSue of

potentia.1- immunity offersto- some, blit:l'10t all, ofthe jointlyrepresented electors.

Speci_fiCally,�.'the email statedxin relevant part:

Potential Immunity Offers. Later in the week last week, Nathan

Wade (the "lead" prosecutor' on this part of the investigation),
reached out to Judge McBurney to say that the DA Team had,

"received information." prompting them to Offel' immunity to one

ormore ofyou in exchange for "full and truthful testimony." In the

DA's View, Offering some but not all of you this "immunity" Could

create a conflict of interest VfOr Kim and me in continuing to

represent all of you.

. The August 1, 2022 email continued, and it quoted the specific email that the

District Attorney's office had sent to my lawyers, and the-ions: my lamers sent

in responseto the District Attorney's office-requesting additional IIlfOl'l'nE�tilon

about these potential immunity Offers.

. The-August 1., 2022 email then letme knOVv that, additionak detailed discussions

about the potential immunity Offers and any other conflict' of interest concerns

1 l
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Would. be necessary and forthcoming:

Next Steps. So, whe1'e do we go from here? In éddition to the
conflict vetting that we performed at the beginning» of this
representation, we will need to speak with eaclr of you about that
matter and see whether, based. upon these develop'rn'ents, you now
perceive'01' foresee any conflicts. with the other electors whom. we
represent, including whether you perceive conflicts if another
elector/client is offered and/or accepts immunity when you are
not. Additionally, we will need to discuss the DA Team's Vieyv on
the conflict issue, as well as any potential or actual conflicts that
could be raised by the DA Team and/or the Court, as well as the

legitimacy or lack of legitimacy of these conflict concerns and any
Others that we can posit based on the current facts.

Once we have discussed all of that, ifwe do identify any potential
or actual conflicts, we will discuss the ramifications of those with
you, pro and con. Finally, if there are any such conflicts, we will
discusswith you whether they are waivable and, if so, whether you
want to waive them. You also have the right undei the Georgia law
to consult with independent counsel about these matters.

After we have had this conflict discussion again in light oftheDA's
potential offer of immunity and them 1aising potential conflict
issues, we will decide with you either (l) there are no potential or
actual conflicts, or (2) there are potential or actual conflicts that can
be waived. If the latter, and you believe' it is in your best interests
to waive such conflicts (after consultation with independent
counsel ifyou so choose), thenwe will need to document all of this
inf01mation and process in W1iting with you, to comply wit11

Georgia law and ethics rules.

7. On August 3, 2022, I received from my lawyers a thirteeh page, single-space
memorandum addressing all of the matters highlighted in the August 'l email.
AlmOst three pages of that memorandum specifically addressed in detail the

District Attorney"s potential offers of immunity and all the possible implications
from those potential offers.

8. On August 4, 2022, at 4 p.1n. while I was in�I participated in a
Zoom meeting withmy lawyers in which we discussed all of the inforrnation in

2
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"their August-3., 2022memo; including the District Attorney's potential offers -.of
immunity.

9. Any claiin that, the District Attorney has. made that 'I' was not informed about
their potential offer of immunity- in. 20:22 is untrue. My» lawyers told me about
it- in at leas't' tWO' written .corn'rnu'nications,, sand it was .diSCusse'd, in those
documents and in our follow up telecQnfer'értCeiridetail.

10. The first tactiial offer of immunity that I received from .tlie District ;At{t'or'ney's
offiCe was-the offer I'rece'ived'in April_ "2023, whicli I accepted.

11'. In my intervi'ew with the: District 'Attorney's'team on April 12, 2023 pursuant-
to my immunity agreement, Mr. Wade asked me questions that appeared to

£sug'gest _'that' the District: AttOmey.':st-toffice had previously .offexed= me- actual

iiniiiunity in 2022, butll understoodthatthis;was not true; I'knfiew-Jthere were

discussions of potential immunity in 2022, "but I. understood that the District

Attorney's; office would: riot at that time. identify an)! elector~ to_ Whom they
wished to offer immunity or provide.' necessary details :1about the Scope and.'

consequences of those poteritial- offers._to my lawyers.

12. Inthe-April 12, 2023. inte'rview,:I truthfully testified that I:was-awarel;that,there

Were earlier di'ScuSsions§_.about immunity with the District.Attorney's -'o'ffice and

my* lawyers, but that the only actualoffer of'innnmrity that had beenmade to me:

"was theme in April 2023'.

I. dehl'are under penalty ot'perjiury that the foregoing is true Landcorrect;
'tLe

Executed this the gL'day ofMay, 2023.
_

lOIISRODS-l {3
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INTHE FULTON COUNTYSUPERIOR COURT
STATEOFGEORGIA

I
INRE

,). Case No.
SBE2€7IA,L PURPOSE GRAND J:URY ) 2022�Ex-000024

1- MY�name13�.- 1am oveI'*2_;-l years ofgageaIIdgoompeIent to
make this Dec aI'atlon. '

3. According to .myl records", _I recered .an email on August 1 I 2022, fromone Qf"
the attorneys representing In'e aIi- .Ihat Iime notifyIng IIIC that the DistriCI
AIIQI'IIey' 3 office had Indicated thaI theIe was a possibility that offers. of
immunity fiom' pIosecutionmay bemade available to some, but not 'alI of the
joInIIy- IepIesented electois Spemfically, the email I received Statedm relevant.
part

I

"Potential ImmunIIvOffers. LateI In theweek; last week, Nathan
Wade (the "lead" DIOSCCLIIOI QII this part of the investigatiQII),
reached Out to Judge McBtuney. to say that IheDA Team had;
".'Iee'eived InIOImatIon prompting- them Io oIIeI immunity to one-
QI mote nyou In fQI "fUll and IILithful IBSIIIHOH)'.

" in Ihe
IDA'S:View QFICIinLr SQIIIC bIII not all Ql you this" iIIIIIILIIIitI'" could
Cieate a conflict of'inteIe-st fQI Kim and me in contmumw Io
Iep'Ie'sen't all ofyou "

4.. TheAUgus'Il, 2022, _email fr01n my at-tonI'eys'quoted theenIaIl that theDistrict
Attorney 3 OffiCe had sent them and the one my lawyeIssenI In responSC to the
DistrIct AIIQIney s off-Ice Iejquesting additional InformatIon aboIII these
potential ImmunItyoerIs.

3. TheAugust 1,2022, emailalso informed 'me that additional detaIleddISCUSSIons
about thepotenuai Immunity offeIs,and the conflict- of Interest concernsw0uld

I' 'l
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be necessary and forthcoming; the email statecl as; Follows:

"Next Step.s So, whe1e do we go 1.170111 he1e? 1n addition to the
conflict vetting that we pe1to1med at the beginning of this
1ep1esentation, we will need to speak with each ofyou about that
matte1 and see whether, based upon these developments, you now
pe1cei1Ie o1 Fo1esee anyI conflicts with the othe1 electo1's whom we
replesent, including whether yOu pe1cei1Ie conflicts it anothe1
elect'o1/clier'1t is otfe1ed and/or accepts immunity when you are
not. Additionally,11Ie will need to discuss the DA Tean1'5 view on
the conflict issue, as well as any potential or actual conflicts that
could be raised by' the DA Team and/o1 the Court, as well as the
legitimacy o'1_ lack of legitimacy of theseconflict concems and any
others that we can posit based on the cu1rent Facts.

"Once we have discussed all iot'tl1at, if we do identi'Fy-lany potential
01' actual conflicts, we will discuss the 1an'1iflcations-bfthose with
you, pro and con. Finally, ifther'e are any such conflicts, we will
discuss with you whether th'eyI are wai'vable and, ifso whether you
want to Waive them You also have the right unde1 the Georgia law
to- consult with independent counsel about these matters

"After we have had this conflict discussion again in light 'oF the
DA's potential offe1' oF immunity and them raising potential
conflict issues, we will decide with you either (I) there are, no
potential 0r actual conflicts, or (2). there are potential .01' actual.
conflicts that can be waived. 15F the latter, and you believe it 13111

your best interests to waive. such conflicts (after consultation with
independent counsel if you so choose), then we will need to
document all 01' this information and process in writing with you to
comply 11Iithnge-orgia law and ethics rules."

6. According to my 1ec:'o1ds, 011 August 3 2022, l also received From my lawyers
a l'thirteen- -p'a'ge single�aspaced 111en1orandum addressing the 111atte1s in their
August 1,2022, email. Almost th1ee pages 0F that memo1andun'1 specifically
add1essed in detail the Dist1ict Atto1ney 8 potential oFFers of immunity and
possible 1111plica't1011s- lrom those potential ol:l:e1s_.

7, Soon, afiei' receiving the August 3, 2022, memorandum (I donot- recall. the exact
date), I had a telephone conference with my lawyer's in whi'ch they reviewed the

')



iii-formation "in. their August 3, _2022, memorandum, including the'WDistriCt
Attorne')"s potential offers of immunity to SOme of the. electors and the
possibility-o'f confl.ictS' ofsinteresttamong'ithe electors i-fOne.or more accepted an
Offer of immunity and agreed to provide testimony in the" investigationbut other
electors declined an offe'r'of immunity. I told my lawyers that [would do what
they advised; "they prepared and I signed, an "Informed Consent :to C-C-ontinUed
Joint Representation" on Augu'st 8, 2022:, waiving any conflicts of interest,

'8. As my records Show, and I do recall, l Was, informed abo'tit--a potential offet' of
immunity in Augus't of 2022: my lawyers told me-abom it initheAugust l, 2022,
emails and the-August 3, 2022, memorandum,ran'd it was also discussed, in our
follow up telephone conference.

9. The August I, 2022', email Iandth'e August 3, 202-2., m'emor'andUm also-:t'Old me
that l_ could hire. independeiit counsel to review all of: the informatibn and
analysis provided and to advise» me about it. I hired Attorney-to
perform these functions, 311d .advised me that "l' Was wellrepresented and that
I should (loywhat Ms, Debrow and Ms. Piersoh advised meato do, which 1 did.

10. I received the offer" of immunity from the District. Attorney's office in April
2023,? which-'1' accepted, and in which-Lagreed .10. an3wer- questions. On April 14,
2023, in the'presence ofmy attorney Ms_. Debro'w and an 'investigator"'from the
District Attorney's office-,- l was interviewed byMl'. Nathan Wade ofthe. District
Afittorney's o'l'fiCe and I. gpr-'O'Vided' t'rUthful answers to all Of the questions I was
aéked by Mr. Wade, to the very best ofmy ability

1 1-.- Inmy intervi'evv On: April 14, 2023, some oftliegquestions that'l wasasked- about
immunity 'Wer'e confusing. l, have reviewed "the'transcript of the interview and it;
appears that. when I thought .we were discussing the date of the. actual offer of
immunity made to me inCApril 20123:, 'Mi", Wade.='was actually asking about the
first; time 1 ever heard about the potential offers of immunity- � and that was last
Ajtigust,12022', when I received tlierema'il and memo from my attorneys and had'
the: telephone" conversation with them, as stated ab0ve. As the transcript shows,
I tiu'th'fiilly' testified that my lawyers had. discussed potential immunity offers.
with me "in the-paSt also" (Tr.p.46). l

I declare under-penalty of perjury that the. foregoing is. true _an_d correct.



Exeéutad- this:th6;_. EW-dayof'wlay}. 202.3,.
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IN THE FULTON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
STATE OF GEORGIA

IN RE ) Case Np.
SPECIAL PURPOSE GRAND JURY ) 2022-'EK�000024

DECLARATION .OF

. My name is� I am ove1 21 years of age and otherwise

competent to make this declaration
l

. From approximately March through December 2020', I served as a Republican
presidential elector nominee. in the State ofGeorgia.

. From approximately early April 2022 through late November or early
December 2022, I was represented by Kimberly Bourroughs Debrow and

Holly Pierson in connection with the Fulton COunty District Attorney's and the

Special Purpose Grand Jury's investigation into the 2020 presidential election.

2

. On August 1,2022, I received an email from my lawyers that, among other

things, notified me that the District Attorney's office had raised the issue of
potential immunity offers to some, but not all, of the jointly represented
electors. Specifically, the email stated in relevant part

4

Potential Immunity 0ffers,. Later in the week last week, Nathan
Wade (the "lead" prosecutor on this part of the iinvestigation),
reached out to. Judge McBum'ey to say that the DA Team had
"received information" prompting them to offer immunity to. one
or more of you in exchange fer "full and truthfiil testimony." In
the DA's View, offering some but not all of you this "immunity"
could create a conflict of interest for Kim and me in continuing to

represent all of you.

. The August 1, 2022 email continued, and it quoted the specific email that the
'1 Disnict Attomey' 5 office had sent to my lawyers and the One my laWyers sent

in response to the District Attorney' 8 office requesting additional information
about these potential immunity offers

. The August 1, 2022 email then let me know that additional, detailed
discussions, about the potential immunity offers and any other conflict of

2



interest concerns would be necessary and forthcoming:

Next Steps. So,whe1e do we go from here? In addition to the
conflict vetting that we perfonned at the beginning of this

representation, we will need to speak with each of: you about that
matter and see whether, based upon these developnhents, you now

perCeive or fOresee any conflicts with the other electors whom we

represent, including whether you perceive conflicts .if another
elector/client is offered and/0r accepts immunity.when you are

not. Additionally, we will need to discuss the DA Team's View on
the conflict issue, as well as any potential 01 actual conflicts that
could be raised by the DA Team and/01 the Court, as well as the

legitimacy or lack of legitimacy of these conflict concems and

any others! that we can posit based on the current facts.

Once we have discussed all of that, ifwe do identify any potential
or actual conflicts, we will discuss the 1amifications of those with

you, pro and con. Finally, if there are any suclt cohflicts, we will
discuss with you whether they a1e waivable and, so, whether

you want to Waive them. You also have the right under the

Georgia law to consult with independent counsel ab011t these

matters.
l

Afte1 we have had this conflict discussion again in light of the
DA's potential offer of immunity and them raising potential
conflict issues, we will decide with you either (l!) there are no

potential or actual conflicts, or (2) there are potential or actual
conflicts that can be. waived. If the latter, and you believe it is in

your best interests to waive such conflicts (aftei consultati011 witl1

independent counsel if you so choose), then we will need to

document all of this information and process in writing with you
to comply with Georgia law and ethics. rules.

On August 3, 2022, I received from my lawyers a thi1teen page, single�space
memoranduin addressing all of the matters highlighted 1n the August 1 email.
Almost three pages of that meniorandum specifically

ad§d1essed
111 detail the

Distiict Attorney's potential offe1s of immunity and all of the possible
implications from those potential offers.

Between August, 3 and August 5, 2022, I participated in an individual

7
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teleconference with my lawyers in which we discussed $111 of the information
in their August 3, 2022 memo, including the District
offers of immunity.

Attorney's potential.

{I 9. Any claim that the District Attorney has made that I was not informed about
their potential offei' of immunity in 2022 is untrue. My Lawyers told me about
it in at least two written communications, and it wa's discussed in those
documents and in our follow up teleconference in detail.

110. The first actual offer of- immUnity that I received from the District Attorney's
office was the offer I feceived in April 2023, which I accepted.

ll. In my intervieur witli the District Attorney's team on April 14, 2023 pursuant
to my immunity agreement, I was not asked whether I knew that the District

Attorney's office had raised potential immunity to some of the electors in
2022. I was only asked about actual offers of immunity, and I truthfiJlly
testified that the only actual offer of immunity that had been made to me was
the one in April 2023.

l

I declare under penalty of-perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this the 4m__day ofMay, 2023. l
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